Simplify your IT with Cisco
Is the complexity of technology holding you back? Let us introduce you to
the concept of Simple IT. We can take your complex, expensive multi-vendor
environment and simplify it so you can get back to the important things –
your business, customers, and innovation.

The Challenges
of a Multi-vendor
Environment

These challenges include:
Building and sustaining relationships
with multiple vendors

Trying to create an integrated IT
architecture with a collection of
disparate point solutions can
create many challenges.

Staying up-to-date and knowledgeable
on multiple products
Spending countless hours on
maintenance and software updates
Using interfaces, dashboards, and
systems that cannot talk to each other
Sorting through multiple reporting
engines to make routine decisions

Introducing the Concept of Simple IT
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Simple IT leverages technology that is
easy to deploy and manage:

Cisco Spark
Security and
simple cloud-based
management of your
entire network

On and off network
security that deploys
in just minutes and
updates automatically

Messaging, meeting,
and calling managed
under one console
in the cloud

Cisco HyperFlexTM
Data center infrastructure
that is fast to deploy,
simple to manage,
and easy to scale

Learn about free trials and demos

How are Companies
Benefiting?
Along with removing complexity,
Simple IT is also saving companies
both time and money.

How long did it take to
get your last security
project done?

50% reduction in network
operational problems
Read the case study

Simplified security
architecture
Watch the video

Let us Prove It
Browse free trials and demos

Approval times
cut in half
Read the case study

80% reduction in data
center deployment times
Read the case study

